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Abstract - Recommendation systems for different Document Networks (DN) such as the World Wide Web (WWW), Digital Libraries, or Scientific Databases, often make use of distance functions extracted from relationships among documents and between documents and semantic tags. For instance, documents in the WWW are related via a hyperlink network, while documents in bibliographic databases are related by citation and collaboration networks. Furthermore, documents can be related to semantic tags such as keywords used to describe their content. The distance functions computed from these relations establish associative networks among items of the DN, and allow recommendation systems to identify relevant associations for individual users. The process of recommendation can be improved by integrating associative data from different sources. Thus we are presented with a problem of combining evidence (about associations between items) from different sources characterized by distance functions. In this paper we summarize our work on (1) inferring associations from semi-metric distance functions and (2) combining evidence from different (distance) associative DN.

1. Recommendation in Document Networks

The prime example of a Document Network (DN) is the World Wide Web (WWW). But many other types of such networks exist: bibliographic databases containing scientific publications, preprints, internal reports, as well as databases of datasets used in scientific endeavors. Each of these databases possesses several distinct relationships among documents and between documents and semantic tags or indices that classify documents appropriately. DN typically function as information resources for communities of users who query them to obtain relevant information for their activities. Resources such as the Internet, Digital Libraries, and the like have become ubiquitous in the past decade, demanding the development of new techniques to cater to the information needs of communities of users. These techniques come from the field of Information Retrieval, and are typically known as Recommender Systems e.g. [6][5][3] [16].

The algorithms we have developed in this area integrate evidence about the association amongst elements of DN, amongst users, and about the interests of individual users and their communities. In particular, a soft computing algorithm (TalkMine) has been created to integrate such evidence and also adapt DN to the expectations of their users [15]. The process of integration of knowledge in TalkMine requires the construction of distance functions on DN that characterize the associations amongst their components. Below we discuss how such distance functions are used to characterize DN and for recommendation.

2. Distance Functions in Document Networks

2.1 Harvesting Relations from Document Networks

For each DN we can identify several distinct relations among documents and between documents and semantic tags used to classify documents appropriately. For instance, documents in the WWW are related via a hyperlink network, while documents in bibliographic databases are related by citation and collaboration networks [113]. Furthermore, documents can be related to semantic tags such as keywords used to describe their content. Although all the technology and the hypothesis here discussed would apply equally to any of these relations extracted from DN, let us exemplify the problem with the datasets we have created for the Active Recommendation Project (ARP) (http://arp.lanl.gov), part of the Library Without Walls Project, at the Research Library of the Los Alamos National Laboratory [118].

ARP is engaged in research and development of recommendation systems for digital libraries. The information resources available to ARP are large databases with academic articles. These databases contain bibliographic, citation, and sometimes abstract information about academic articles. One of the databases we work with is SciSearch, containing articles from scientific journals from several fields collected by ISI (Institute for Scientific Indexing). We collected allSciSearch data from the years of 1996 to 1999. There are 2,915,258 documents, from which we extracted 839,297 keywords (semantic tags) that occurred at least in two distinct documents. We have compiled relational information between records and keywords. This relation allows us to infer the semantic value of documents and the inter-associations between keywords. Such semantic relation is stored as a very sparse Keyword-Record Matrix A. Each entry $a_{ij}$ in the matrix is boolean and indicates whether keyword $k_j$ indexes (1) document $d_i$ or not (0). The sources of keywords are the terms authors and/or editors chose to categorize (index) documents, as well as title words.

2.2 Computing Associative Distance Functions

To discern closeness between keywords according to the documents they classify, we compute the Keyword Semantic Proximity (KSP), obtained from A by the following formula:
The semantic proximity between two keywords, \( k_i \) and \( k_j \), depends on \( N_i(k) \) and \( N_j(k) \), the number of documents both keywords index, and \( N_{ij} \), the number of documents either keyword indexes. Two keywords are near if they tend to index many of the same documents. Table I lists the values of \( KSP \) for the 10 most common keywords in the ARP dataset. From the inverse of \( KSP \) we obtain a distance function between keywords:

\[
d(k_i, k_j) = \frac{1}{KSP(k_i, k_j)} - 1
\]

\( d \) is a distance function because it is a nonnegative, symmetric real-valued function such that \( d(k, k) = 0 \) [20]. It defines a weighted, non-directed distance graph \( D \) whose nodes are all of the keywords extracted from a given DN, and the edges are the values of \( d \).

### Table I: KSP for 10 most frequent keywords

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell</th>
<th>Stud system exp</th>
<th>Protein model activity</th>
<th>Human rat patient</th>
<th>1.00</th>
<th>0.02</th>
<th>0.04</th>
<th>0.16</th>
<th>0.08</th>
<th>0.02</th>
<th>0.09</th>
<th>0.11</th>
<th>0.07</th>
<th>0.03</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Metric Behavior

The distance function \( d \) (eq. 2) is not an Euclidean metric because it may violate the triangle inequality: \( d(k_i, k_j) + d(k_j, k_k) + d(k_1, k_k) \leq d(k_1, k_j) \) for some keyword \( k_k \). This means that the shortest distance between two keywords may not be the direct link but rather an indirect pathway in \( D \). Such measures of distance are referred to as semi-metrics [2]. Indeed, given that most social and knowledge-derived networks possess Small-World behavior [22], we expect that nodes which tend to be clustered in a local neighborhood of related nodes, have large distances to nodes in other clusters. But because of the existence of “gateway” nodes relating nodes in different clusters (the small-world phenomenon), smaller indirect distances between nodes in distinct clusters, through these “gateway” nodes, are to be expected.

Clearly, semi-metric behavior is a question of degree. For some pairs of keywords, the indirect distance provides a much shorter short-cut, a larger reduction of distance, than for others. One way to capture this property of pairs of semi-metric keywords is to compute a semi-metric ratio:

\[
s(k_i, k_j) = \frac{d_{direct}(k_i, k_j)}{d_{indirect}(k_i, k_j)}
\]

\( s \) is positive and \( \geq 1 \) for semi-metric pairs. Given that larger graphs tend to show a much larger spread of distance, \( s \) tends to increase with the number of keywords. Therefore, to be able to compare semi-metric behavior between different DN and their respective different sets of keywords, a relative semi-metric ratio is also used:

\[
rs(k_i, k_j) = \frac{d_{direct}(k_i, k_j) - d_{indirect}(k_i, k_j)}{d_{max}}
\]

\( rs \) compares the semi-metric distance reduction to the maximum possible distance reduction, \( d_{max} \) in graph \( D \).

Often, the direct distance between two keywords is \( \infty \) because they do not index any documents in common. As a result, \( s \) and \( rs \) are also \( \infty \) for these cases. Thus, \( s \) and \( rs \) are not capable of discerning the degree of semi-metric behavior for pairs that do not have a finite direct distance. To detect relevant instances of this infinite semi-metric reduction, we define the below average ratio:

\[
b(k_i, k_j) = \frac{d_{k_i}}{d_{indirect}(k_i, k_j)}
\]

where \( d_{k_i} \) represents the average direct distance from \( k_i \) to all \( k_j \) such that \( d_{direct}(k_i, k_j) \geq 0 \). \( b \) measures how much an indirect distance falls below the average distance of all keywords directly associated with a keyword. Of course, \( b \) can also be applied to pairs with finite semi-metric reduction.

We have used these three measures of semi-metric behavior to analyze several types of DN [17]. We have shown that \( s(k_i, k_j) \) and \( rs(k_i, k_j) \) are useful to infer the interests of a user associated with a collection of documents. Specifically, given a collection of documents a user has retrieved, this measure identifies pairs of keyterms highly correlated with the interests of the user as implied by the collection, but which tend not to be simultaneously present in many documents. In other words, it identifies pairs of keyterms which represent well the entire collection (by being highly indirectly associated in the collection...
of documents), but not many individual documents in the collection. Such pairs are properties of the network, but not of individual documents. This is clearly an important piece of knowledge to allow us to recommend to users documents which are similar to their interests implied by the entire collection of documents they have retrieved, but which may not be similar to individual documents in the collection.

We have also shown that \( s(k_i, k_j), r_s(k_i, k_j) \), and \( b(k_i, k_j) \) are useful to identify trends in large collections of documents associated with many authors and/or users. When we deal with large DN such as the ARP database discussed above, the derived distance function reflects myriad associations amongst keywords from a very heterogeneous collection of documents. Instead of a smaller collection associated with a particular user, we deal with a collection of documents from multiple authors and/or users. In this case, the semi-metric behavior measures pick up pairs of keyterms which tend not to co-occur in the same documents, but are nonetheless highly indirectly associated in the distance graph \( D \). We have shown that often, high semi-metric behavior can be used to predict where a given community is moving thematically. Specifically, high semi-metric pairs of keyterms are good predictors that in subsequent years, individual documents will appear which use those pairs directly.

Finally, we have shown that the behavior of \( s(k_i, k_j), r_s(k_i, k_j) \), and \( b(k_i, k_j) \) allows us to characterize the type of DN. By analyzing the semi-metric behavior of a DN, we can infer if it is a collection of documents with many authors/users or if it is more thematically coherent and thus associated with a single user or very coherent community. For details on these results please refer to [17], here we discuss how to integrate distance information from different sources to improve recommendation.

4. INFORMATION RESOURCES AND USERS

4.1 Knowledge Context

Clearly, many other types of distance functions can be defined on the elements of a DN. Distance functions applied to citation structures or collaboration networks, will require distinct semantic considerations than those used for keyword sets. In any case, we characterize an information resource with sets of these distance functions. Indeed, the collection of all relevant associative distance functions from a DN, is an expression of the particular knowledge it conveys to its community of users as an information resource.

Notice that distinct information resources typically share a very large set of keywords and documents. However, these are organized differently in each resource, leading to different collections of relational information. Indeed, each resource is tailored to a particular community of users, with a distinct history of utilization and deployment of information by its authors and users. For instance, the same keywords will be related to different sets of documents in distinct resources. Therefore, we refer to the relational information of each information resource as a Knowledge Context [15]. More specifically, we characterize an information resource \( R \) with a structure named Knowledge Context:

\[
KN_R = \{X, R, D\}
\]

Where \( X \) is a set of available sets of elements \( X_n \) e.g. \( X = \{K, D, U\} \), where \( K \) is a set of keyterms, \( D \) a set of documents, and \( U \) a set of users. \( R \) is a set of available relations amongst the sets in \( X \) e.g. \( R = \{C(D, D), A(K, D)\} \), where \( C \) denotes a citation relation between the elements of the set of documents, and \( A \) a semantic relation between documents and keyterms, such as the keyterm-record matrix defined in section 2.1. Finally, \( D \) is a set of distance functions built from some subset of relations in \( R \), e.g. \( D = \{d_i\} \), where \( d_i \) is the distance between keyterms such as the one defined by formula (2).

4.2 Agent Recommendation Architecture

In our architecture of recommendation[16], users are also characterized as information resources, where \( X \) may contain, among other application-specific elements, the sets of documents previously retrieved by the user and their associated keyterms. Notice that the same user may query information resources with very distinct sets of interests. For example, one day a user may search databases as a biologist looking for scientific articles, and the next as a sports fan looking for game scores. Therefore, the ARP architecture allows users to define different "personalities", each one with its distinct history of information retrieval defined by independent knowledge contexts.

The analysis of distance functions as mentioned in section 3, provides a baseline recommendation feature[17]. Indeed, given each knowledge context of a user or a larger information resource, we can infer what are the important associated topics and trends. But these knowledge contexts and respective distance functions can additionally be used in integrative algorithms useful for fine tuning the present interests of users, as well as adapt all the knowledge contexts accessed according to user behavior. Such recommendation algorithms, instantiate an automated conversation fabric amongst a population of users and a set of information resources [15]. Each user accesses the set of information resources via a browser that functions as an agent for the user as it engages in automated conversations with the agents of other users and the information resources [18] [16]. This process relies on the integration of evidence about the interests of users implied by distinct distance graphs as discussed below.

5. EVIDENCE FROM DIFFERENT KNOWLEDGE CONTEXTS

5.1 Describing User Interest with Evidence Sets

Humans use language to communicate categories of objects in the world. But such linguistic categories are notoriously context-dependent[7] [14], which makes it harder for computer
programs to grasp the real interests of users. In information retrieval we tend to use keyterms to describe the content of documents, and sets of keyterms to describe the present interests of a given user at a particular time (e.g. a web search).

One of the advantages of using the knowledge contexts in our recommendation architecture is that the same keyterms can be differently associated in different information resources. Indeed, the distance functions of knowledge contexts allow us to regard these as connectionist memory systems [15] [16]. This way, the same set of keyterms describing the present interests (or search) of a user, is associated with different sets of other keyterms in distinct knowledge contexts. Thus, the interests of the user are also context-dependent when several information resources are at stake.

In this setting, the objective of a recommendation system that takes as input the present interest of a user, is to select and integrate the appropriate contexts, or perspectives, from the several ways the user interests are constructed in each information resource. We have developed an algorithm named TalkMine which implements the selective communication fabric necessary for this integration [14] [15] [16].

TalkMine uses a set structure named evidence set [12] [14], an extension of a fuzzy set [25], to model the interests of users defined as categories, or weighted sets of keyterms. Evidence sets are set structures which provide interval degrees of membership, weighted by the probability constraint of the Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence (DST) [19]. They are defined by two complementary dimensions: membership and belief. The first represents an interval (type-2) fuzzy degree of membership, and the second a degree of belief on that membership. Specifically, an evidence set \( A \) of \( X \), is defined for all \( x \in X \), by a membership function of the form:

\[
A(x) \rightarrow (F^\times, m^x) \in \mathcal{B}[0, 1]
\]

where \( \mathcal{B}[0, 1] \) is the set of all possible bodies of evidence \( (F^\times, m^x) \) on \( I \), the set of all subintervals of \([0,1]\). Such bodies of evidence are defined by a basic probability assignment \( m^x \) on \( I \), for every \( x \in X \).

Each interval of membership \( F^\times \) represents the degree of importance of a particular element \( x \) of \( X \) (e.g. a keyterm) in category \( A \) (e.g. the interests of a user) according to a particular perspective (e.g. a particular database), defined by evidential weight \( m^x(I) \). Thus, the membership of each element \( x \) of an evidence set \( A \) is defined by distinct intervals representing different perspectives.

The basic set operations of complementation, intersection, and union have been defined and establish a belief-constrained approximate reasoning theory of which fuzzy approximate reasoning and traditional set operations are special cases [13] [14]. Measures of uncertainty have also been defined for evidence sets. The total uncertainty of an evidence set \( A \) is defined by: \( U(A) = (IF(A), IN(A), IS(A)) \). The three indices of uncertainty, which vary between 1 and 0, \( IF \) (fuzziness), \( IN \) (nonspecificity), and \( IS \) (conflict) were introduced in [13]. \( IF \) is based on [23] [24] and Klir and Yuan [4] measure of fuzziness. \( IN \) is based on the Hartley measure, and \( IS \) on the Shannon entropy as extended by Klir (1993) into the DST framework.

5.2 Inferring User Interest in Different Knowledge Contexts

Fundamental to the TalkMine algorithm is the integration of information from different knowledge contexts into an evidence set, representing the category of topics (described by keywords) a user is interested at a particular time. Thus, the keywords the user employs to describe her interests or in a search, need to be "decoded" into appropriate keywords for each information resource: the perspective of each knowledge context.

The present interests of each user can be described by a set of keywords \( P^u = \{k_1, ..., k_p\} \). Using these keywords and the keyword distance function (2) of the several knowledge contexts involved, we want to infer the interests of the user as "seen" from the several knowledge contexts involved.

Let us assume that \( r \) knowledge contexts \( R_i \) are involved in addition to one from the user herself. The set of keywords contained in all the participating knowledge contexts is denoted by \( K \). \( d_k \), is the distance function of the knowledge context of the user, while \( d_i \), \( i = 1, 2, ..., r \), denotes the distance functions from each of the other knowledge contexts. For each knowledge context \( R_i \) and each keyword \( k_\alpha \) in the user's \( P^u = \{k_1, ..., k_p\} \), a spreading interest fuzzy set \( F_{iu} \) is calculated using \( d_i \):

\[
F_{iu}(k) = \max \left( e^{-\alpha d_i(k, k_\alpha)^2}, e \right) \quad \forall k \in R_i, t = 1...r, u = 1...p (8)
\]

This fuzzy set contains the keywords of \( R_i \) which are closer than \( e \) to \( k_\alpha \), according to an exponential function of \( d_i \). \( F_{iu} \) spreads the interest of the user in \( k_\alpha \) to keywords of \( R_i \) that are near according to \( d_i \). The parameter \( \alpha \) controls the spread of the exponential function. Because the knowledgecontext \( K \) contains a different \( d_i \), each \( F_{iu} \) is also a different fuzzy set for the same \( k_\alpha \) possibly even containing keywords that do not exist in other knowledge contexts. There exist a total of \( n = r p \) spreading interest fuzzy sets \( F_{iu} \) given \( r \) knowledge contexts and \( p \) keywords in the user's present interests.

5.3 The Linguistic "And/OR" Combination

Since each knowledge context produces a distinct fuzzy set, we need a procedure for integrating several of these fuzzy sets into an evidence set to obtain the integrated representation of user interests we desire. We have proposed such a procedure [16] based on Turkken's [21] combination of Fuzzy Sets into Interval Valued Fuzzy Sets (IVFS). Turkken proposed that fuzzy logic compositions could be represented by IVFS's given by the interval obtained from a composition's Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) and Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF): [DNF, CNF]. We
note that in fuzzy logic, for certain families of conjugate pairs of conjunctions and disjunctions, DNF \(\Leftrightarrow\) CNF.

Using Turk\'sen\'s approach, the union and intersection of two fuzzy sets \(F_1\) and \(F_2\) result in the following IVFS, respectively:

\[
IV^U(x) = \left[ F_1(x) \bigcup_{DFN} F_2(x), F_1(x) \bigcap_{CNF} F_2(x) \right]
\]

\[
IV^I(x) = \left[ F_1(x) \bigcap_{DFN} F_2(x), F_1(x) \bigcup_{CNF} F_2(x) \right]
\]

where, \(A \bigcup_{CNF} B = A \cup B\),  \(A \bigcap_{DFN} B = (A \bigcap B) \bigcup (\neg A \bigcap \neg B)\),  \(A \bigcap_{DNF} B = (A \bigcup B) \bigcap (\neg A \bigcup \neg B)\), and \(A \bigcup_{DNF} B = A \bigcup B\), for any two fuzzy sets \(A\) and \(B\).

Formulae (9) constitute a procedure for calculating the union and intersection of IVFS from two fuzzy sets. \(IV^U\) describes the linguistic expression “\(F_1\) or \(F_2\)”, while \(IV^I\) describes “\(F_1\) and \(F_2\)”, capturing both fuzziness and non-specificity of the particular fuzzy logic operators employed, as Turk\’sen suggested [16]. However, in common language, often “and” is understood as an unspecified “and/or”. In other words, what we mean by the statement “I am interested in \(x\) and \(y\)”, is more correctly used as an unspecified “and/or”. In particular relevance for recommendation systems where it is precisely this kind of statement from users that we wish to respond to.

One use of evidence sets is as representations of the integration of both \(IV^U\) and \(IV^I\) into a linguistic category that expresses this ambiguous “and/or”. To make this combination more general, assume that we possess an evidential weight \(m_1\) and \(m_2\) associated with each \(F_1\) and \(F_2\), respectively. These are probabilistic weights \((m_1 + m_2 = 1)\) which represent the strength we associate with each fuzzy set being combined. The linguistic expression at stake now becomes “I am interested in \(x\) and \(y\)”, but \(I\) value \(x\) more/less than \(y\). To combine all this information into an evidence set we use the following procedure:

\[
ES(x) = \left( \left[ IV^U(x), \min\{m_1, m_2\} \right], \left[ IV^I(x), \max\{m_1, m_2\} \right] \right)
\]

(10)

Because \(IV^U\) is the less restrictive combination, obtained by applying the maximum operator to the original fuzzy sets \(F_1\) and \(F_2\), its evidential weight is acquired via the minimum operator of the evidential weights associated with \(F_1\) and \(F_2\). The reverse is true for \(IV^I\). Thus, the evidence set obtained from (10) contains \(IV^U\) with the lowest evidence, and \(IV^I\) with the highest. Linguistically, it describes the ambiguity of the “and/or” by giving the strongest belief weight to “and” and the weakest to “or”. It expresses: “I am interested in \(x\) and \(y\) to a higher degree, but I am also interested in \(x\) or \(y\) to a lower degree”.

Finally, formula (10) can be easily generalized for a combination of \(n\) fuzzy sets \(F_i\) with probability constrained weights \(m_i\):

\[
ES(x) = \left( \left[ \bigcup_{D}^{1} F_i(x), \min\left\{ m_i \right\} \right], \left[ \bigcap_{I}^{1} F_i(x), \max\left\{ m_i \right\} \right] \right)
\]

(11)

In TalkMine, this formula is used to combine the \(n\) spreading interest Fuzzy Sets obtained from \(r\) knowledge context and \(p\) key terms in \(P_n\) as described in section 5.2. The resulting evidence set \(ES(k)\) defined on \(K\), represents the interests of the user inferred from spreading the initial interest set of keywords in the intervening knowledge contexts using their respective distance functions. The intersecting process combines each \(F_{k_i}\) with the “and/or” linguistic expression entailed by formula (11). Each \(F_{k_i}\) contains the keywords related to keyword \(k_i\) in the knowledge context \(R_i\), that is, the perspective of \(R_i\) on \(k_i\). Thus, \(ES(k)\) contains the “and/or” combination of all the perspectives on each keyword \(k_i \in \{k_1, \ldots, k_p\}\) from each knowledge context \(R_i\).

As an example, without loss of generality, consider that the initial interest of an user contain one single keyword \(k_1\), and that the user is querying two distinct information resources \(R_1\) and \(R_2\). Two spreading interest fuzzy sets, \(F_1\) and \(F_2\), are generated using \(d_1\) and \(d_2\), respectively, with probabilistic weights \(m_1=\nu_1\) and \(m_2=\nu_2\), say, with \(m_1 > m_2\) to indicate that the user trusts \(R_1\) more than \(R_2\). \(ES(k)\) is easily obtained straight from formula (10). This evidence set contains the keywords related to \(k_1\) in \(R_1\), “and/or” the keywords related to \(k_1\) in \(R_2\), taking into account the probabilistic weights attributed to \(R_1\) and \(R_2\). \(F_i\) is the perspective of \(R_i\) on \(k_1\), and \(F_i\) the perspective of \(R_i\) on \(k_1\).

6 Distance Functions in Recommendation Systems

The evidence set obtained in Section 5.3 with formulas (10) and (11) is a first cut at detecting the interests of a user in a set of information resources. We can compute a more tuned interest set of keywords using an interactive conversation process between the user and the information resources being queried. Such conversation is an uncertainty reducing process based on Nakamura and Iwai\'s [10] IR system, which we extended to Evidence Sets [14] [16] with TalkMine.

TalkMine is then an algorithm for obtaining a representation of user interests in several information resources (including other users). It works by combining the perspectives of each information resource on the user interests into an evidence set, which is fine-tuned by an automated conversation process with the user’s agent/browser [16]. The combination of perspectives is based on evidence sets, and uses the semi-metric distance functions described in this article. The importance of such semi-metric distance functions is thus described in this article, as they allow us to both analyze Document Networks for interests and...
trends (sec. 3), as well as offer an avenue to combine user interests in distinct information resources (sec. 5).
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